ENTRY / EXIT ROUTES
South East Practice Area:
Always fly on the RIGHT side of Parker Rd. both in and out of the practice area (unless directed otherwise by ATC). When enroute to the practice area, climb to 7800' msl until established in a practice box. When returning to KAPA, descend to 7500' msl. When in the SE practice area and transiting to an individual practice box, do your best to fly along the borders of the other practice boxes and announce your intentions on the area frequency 122.75.

South West Practice Area:
During times of high congestion and based on PIC’s better judgment, fly on the RIGHT side of C-470 and Santa Fe both into and out of the practice area, climb to at least 7800' msl. When returning to KAPA, descend to 7500’ msl.

*At no time is the PIC relieved of the responsibility to See and Avoid all other aircraft in the vicinity.